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Theobald (1994) suggested that the word 'tour' is derived from La�n "tornare" and Greek "tornos"

meaning a lathe or circle: the ………..around a central point or axis.

employment recruitment development movement

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The tourism industry encompasses many different areas. 'Encompasses' means………. .

excludes includes separates rejects

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The growth of population during the recent decades has resulted in………..population in some

cities of Iran.

removing growing refusing deleting

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In adherence to taarof in Iran, If you are ever offered something, like a tea or sweet, even if you

want it, at first…….it until their insistence becomes greater. 

reject get adopt accept

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The visits themselves, during Noruz tradition in Iran, reflect the significance of social bonds and

the need to put aside the…….that can often infest close relationships.

delightful events honorable affairs

pretty actions petty frictions

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Friends and relations would greet each other, in Turkey, with either one or two kisses on the………

. Elders are always respected by kissing their right hand then placing the forehead onto the hand.

cheek chin ear foot

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Karbala, In Iraq, is the site of the holy shrine of Imam Hossein's brother. 'Site' means………. .

time style place event

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Syria is bordered by Lebanon and ……..Palestine on the west and Turkey on the north.

occupy occupies occupied occupy to

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Education in Syria is nearly full enrollment in compulsory………public schools at primary level. 

full-tuition tuition-free

money-paid non-governmental

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Televisions and radios in Syria are common………among the extremely poor.

expect aspect accept except

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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What is known is that approximately 90% of the popula�on of Lebanon is urban rather than rural.

'Approximately' means……. .

mostly highly severely nearly

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A warm and welcoming smile accompanied by a handshake while saying "Marhaba" in Lebanon is

a greeting that can be given without causing offense. 'Accompanied by' means......... .

with without less no

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Pharaohs and rich Egyptians built elaborate tombs in caves or in ……….decorated with elaborate

art on the interior and containing jewelry and object that would be needed in the after-life.

forests woods pyramids rivers

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tunisia, the most modern country in Africa, is an Arab country which is……..by Algeria, Libya, and

Mediterranean Sea.

border bordered borders border to

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Religion in Senegal plays a pivotal role in the Senegalese culture. 'Pivotal' means……. .

refused unknown significant unimportant

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Located in Southeastern Asia and its capital is Kuala Lumpur,.………is an island that forms a part of

a peninsula.

Malaysia Egypt Cyprus Lebanon

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In Madagascar, South Africa, …….ink has a negative connotation, so make sure not to use it on

your business cards.

red green black white

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When in 1991 na�onal……..was taken, India's popula�on was 846.3 million.

scene sinus senses census

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Hindus in India offer food to God first before…….it themselves.

cooking consuming buying purchasing

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If you give flowers, in Malaysia, avoid frangipani as they are used in…..wreaths. 

wedding birthday funeral marriage

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The climate of China is extremely diverse; subtropical in the south to subarctic in the north.

'Diverse' means……. .

same different alike similar

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Since the Chinese strive for harmony and are group dependent, they rely on facial expression, ……

.of voice and posture to tell them what someone feels.

ton tan tone tin

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Do not be offended if a Chinese person makes slurping or belching sounds; it merely indicates that

they are enjoying their food. 'Indicates' means………… .

shows forgets takes off puts away

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Japan's area is comparable to that of Germany or California. 'That' refers to…….. .

area Japan California Germany

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Iraqis may interrupt the speaker if they have something to add. They can be loud and forceful in

getting their point of view across. ' interrupt ' means……… .
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25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Today the population of Iran is estimated to be two times more than what it used to be three

decades ago. 'Is estimated' means………. .
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Traditional Turkish bath houses have separate bathing facilities for men and women, or different

times for bathing. 'Separate bathing facilities' means……… .
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1. 2.

3. 4.

Due to the large North South extension of Japan , the climate varies strongly in different regions.

'Climate' means…….. .
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28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ceremony of presenting the gift and the way it is wrapped is as important –sometimes more

important – as the gift itself. 'Ceremony of presenting the gift' means……… .
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Besides being the capital of South Korea, Seoul is also the main political and economic hub of the

country. 'Political' means….. .
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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